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Especially when Bradley was facing Jackie. It was as if the only thing Bradley wanted 
was to defeat Jackie. 

Jackie frowned and said, “Don’t you think what you’re doing is really funny? Do you still 
remember what you said in the earlier two rounds? You gave the same evaluation and 
said the same words. Do you think you’ll be able to beat me just because you repeated 
it again this time?” 

Bradley clenched his teeth and said, “This time, we’re not competing in terms of 
alchemy, but common knowledge and intelligence. How could you get the Green 
Phoenix Fruit with your meager skills? If you want to defeat the phoenix, you’d have to 
know its weak points. Don’t think I don’t know what you’re thinking about. Earlier, when 
Master Forrest was announcing the rules, you immediately looked doubtful when the 
phoenix was mentioned.” 

“It proves that you don’t know about the phoenix at all. If you’ve never even heard of it, 
then how would you be able to get the Green Phoenix Fruit from it?!” 

Jackie pursed his lips in speechlessness. However, thinking about it, the results might 
actually go the way Bradley had predicted if he had purely been an alchemist. Jackie 
would not have been able to achieve good results from the third stage. 

At Jackie’s silence, Bradley continued, “If you came from the inner valley, I wouldn’t 
have dared to judge if you‘d be able to get the Green Phoenix Fruit or not. After all, the 
inner valley cultivates their alchemists on a whole different level. In order to raise 
complete alchemists, they would even bring those alchemists to Grand Yorn Mountain 
to collect materials and allow the alchemists to find hidden materials through practical 
experience.” 
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“An excellent alchemist doesn’t just need to be much better at refining pills than others. 
They also need to have very in-depth knowledge of materials and be able to get those 
materials for themselves. That’s the reason behind the third round of the tournament! 
You’re not from the inner valley, and you haven‘t been in Phoenix Valley for that long. 
You’ve never had the chance to receive proper training in this department.” 

“You naturally won’t be able to get the Green Phoenix Fruit!” As he said all that, Bradley 
was brimming with confidence. 

He had pride in him that could not be ignored. Jackie raised an eyebrow at that, 
remaining silent. 



Jackie did not really care about Bradley’s words, but Elder Maurice and Mr. Zayne were 
definitely affected by them. That was because both of them felt like Bradley’s words 
were quite reasonable. 
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The two of them knew nothing about Jackie’s background. Jackie had not gone through 
any systematic education. It was already a miracle that Jackie was as skilled as he was. 
They did not think Jackie was all capable. The results of the third round were really 
uncertain. The two of them could not help but start to feel afraid… 

Afraid that Bradley had really predicted the results. Even if Conrad could not get the 
Green Phoenix Fruit, Jackie would still end up losing to Bradley in the last stage. Then, 
all their hopes and dreams from earlier would be dashed. 

The more Elder Maurice thought about it, the more worried he got. He could not help 
but look at Jackie. Jackie turned to look at Elder Maurice at that. 

“Don’t listen to his words. He’s not me. Just care about the final results. The person you 
should really be worried about right now is Conrad,” Right after Jackie said that, a loud 
bang was heard from behind the door. 

The few of them looked over at the same time and saw a figure slowly falling against the 
door. 
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That figure looked a lot like Conrad, who had entered the realm earlier. After a few 
moments, the door opened, and Conrad was dragged out by two stewards. 

At that moment, Conrad was no longer brimming with confidence like he had been 
before. Instead, he looked like a wild dog that had just been violently beaten up. He 
could not even stand on his own. He sustained quite a number of wounds on his body. 
Some of them were so deep that the bone beneath was exposed. 

He looked like he was in an even worse state than Jameson had been. Conrad was 
constantly crying out in pain as he was being helped out. Cold sweat riddled his 
forehead. 

At that moment, everyone suddenly heard a cold voice that said, “Just like what I’ve 
thought, a piece of trash.” 

That voice had naturally been from Bradley. He merely glanced at Conrad before 
averting his gaze, as if looking at Conrad would taint his eyes. 



It was obvious from how Conrad looked that he had failed. Master Forrest’s mood 
suddenly plummeted. He had thought that Conrad’s would fare well and that he would 
be able to get a Green Phoenix Fruit. 
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He never expected that Conrad’s words were all just empty hot air. He never had that 
skill. However, he could not berate Conrad at that moment, or he would just end up 
being laughed at by everyone. 

He furrowed his eyebrows as he ordered the stewards nearby to bring Conrad out, and 
treat his injuries. In truth, Jackie had really wanted to mock Conrad at that moment. 
After all, Conrad had bragged so much earlier as if he wanted to tell the world that he 
was the very best. Conrad had even mocked Phoenix Valley. However, Jackie 
managed to hold back from speaking. After all, it would feel like he was just rubbing salt 
on their wounds if he did. 

Looking at the state Conrad was in, Elder Maurice would have been incredibly happy. 
Conrad had failed to get the Green Phoenix Fruit. The final results would be between 
Jackie and Bradley. 

Yet, ever since Bradley’s earlier words, Elder Maurice had started to worry about 
Jackie. He was scared that Jackie would lose his bearing in the end. 
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Looking at Conrad being carried out, Elder Maurice could no longer stand it as he 
whispered to Jackie, “Do you think you can do it?” 

Jackie nodded, not saying anything else. However, the more Jackie acted that way, the 
more anxious Elder Maurice got various thoughts started to surface in his mind. 

Jackie knew that Elder Maurice was very nervous, but he did not say anything much. 
Sometimes, people could not be calmed down with just a word or two. He could not be 
bothered to waste his time talking too much. 

At that moment, Bradley spoke again, “It’s finally my turn now. Just like I said. These 
pieces of trash did not even have to enter. It was always just a waste of time!” 

After he said that, he walked right through the door. 

At that moment, Bradley was just as confident as Conrad had been when Conrad 
walked in. However, Bradley had more of a reason to be more confident than Conrad 
did. 



Conrad’s confidence had come from ignorance, but Bradley actually had the skill to 
back up his confidence. When the door closed behind Bradley, everyone took a deep 
breath. 

Not a single person wondered if Bradley would be able to get the Green Phoenix Fruit. 
In everyone’s eyes, it was something that would happen for sure. Even Elder Maurice 
was sure that Bradley would be able to get the Green Phoenix Fruit and complete the 
task of the third stage. 

After Bradley entered, everyone suddenly fell silent. Not a single person spoke as they 
all looked at the door quietly. 
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After a while, Master Forrest suddenly said, “He’ll definitely be able to get a Green 
Phoenix Fruit. After all, he was in Grand Yorn Mountain looking for materials for a long 
time.” 
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“He’s seen many strong beasts before. Even though there were people protecting him, 
he has learned and gained a lot of experience!” 

Master Forrest caused Elder Maurice to be even more worried. Elder Maurice did not 
have the confidence that Master Forrest had because he was clueless about Jackie’s 
skills. 

Before he met Jackie, he did not even know Jackie existed. If it were not for Mr. Zayne 
telling him about Jackie, he would not have even known What Jackie had experienced. 
In truth, Elder Maurice really wanted to thoroughly investigate and ask if Jackie could 
actually get the Green Phoenix Fruit at that moment. Yet, due to the rules, Jackie’s 
plans could not be revealed to him. All he could do was patiently wait for Jackie to 
complete the third stage. 

At that moment, Elder Maurice felt like there was a large stone on his chest, causing 
him to not be able to breathe properly. Mr. Zayne was not much better either. The two of 
them were constantly looking at Jackie. 

When the door finally opened, Bradley had his head held high as he walked out with a 
Green Phoenix Fruit in hand. 

Everyone had their eyes on Bradley at that moment. 
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The Green Phoenix Fruit was only the size of a thumb. It had a cold aura about it. At 
that moment, Bradley’s right hand had a glove that was made of special material. That 
glove was capable of withstanding the bone-chilling cold, which is why he dared hold 
the Green Phoenix Fruit on his palm. 

If he had just held the Green Phoenix Fruit with his bare hands, he would have suffered 
from frostbite. After all, he was only at the early stage of the innate level. 

Jackie did some calculations in his head. It had only been a little over half an hour since 
Bradley entered the door. It was already considered quite fast. 

He heard a series of footsteps coming in. Jackie looked up and noticed Conrad and 
Jameson limping over after their treatments. The two of them had already been given 
recovery pills and were already in a much better condition. They still needed rest but 
insisted on staying for the sake of being able to see the final result. 
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At that moment, the six participants were all gathered there. Everyone had their eyes 
fixed on Bradley’s palm. 

Claude’s month was wide open, it looked like he could swallow an egg whole. 

“He really did it… He’s really amazing!” Claude lamented. 

At that moment, the others were far too shocked. They no longer cared about anything 
else as they started to discuss among themselves. 

“How did he do it?! I tried before, but that phoenix was way too fierce. As long as I got 
even remotely close to the Green Phoenix Fruit, it would lunge over with its talons. My 
thighs were practically ripped apart! If it didn’t have that chain on, I’d have been eaten 
on the spot!” 

“I hate that we still can’t discuss this. The moment Jackie completes his round, I want to 
investigate this to the end! It’s too unbelievable. I thought that none of us would be able 
to get the Green Phoenix Fruit!” 

At that moment, Bradley did not care what everyone was saying about him at all. 
Whether it be praises or envy, none of it reached Bradley. At that moment, Bradley 
merely had his gaze fixed on Jackie. 

He reached out his right hand with a cold smile as he waved the Green Phoenix Fruit in 
his hand and said, “So? Was I right?” 
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Jackie raised his eyebrow, speechless. 

That brat had to brag every single moment. 

Jackie sighed, “Even if you got a Green Phoenix Fruit, it still took you a while to get it. 
Do you think you can beat me?” 

After Jackie said that, Bradley suddenly laughed. The laughter was thick with mockery 
and incredibly exaggerated. Even Master Forrest who was in front of him could not help 
but frown. 

It was the first time he had ever seen Bradley laughing like that. Before this, Master 
Forrest would have already found it strange if Bradley spoke more than absolutely he 
needed to, let alone laugh. Ever since he got to know Jackie, and since Jackie’s results 
kept on heating Bradley’s, Bradley seemed to have become a completely different 
person. 

Bradley laughed for a long time before he stopped and said, ” Jackie! Has anyone ever 
told you that overconfidence is not a good thing?!” 
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As he said that, Bradley had an incredibly proud look on his face. At that moment, all he 
wanted to do was trample all over Jackie. He would only be able to gain the dignity he 
had lost if he stomped on Jackie with his feet. Bradley actually viewed his pride and 
dignity as something more important than anything else. Jackie had beaten him over 
and over again, causing Bradley’s pride to be dealt a blow it never had before. 

Bradley took a deep breath before he held his head up high and continued saying, 
“Don’t think you can do whatever you want just because you have some talent in 
alchemy. Don’t think you’re unbeatable. What do you think I managed to win the third 
round with?” 

As he said that, Bradley waved the Green Phoenix Fruit in his hand again. Everyone 
looked at the fruit as it shook around. Including Jackie, everyone wanted to know what 
method Bradley had used to get the Green Phoenix Fruit. 

With him being only at the early stage of the innate level, there was no way he could 
have gone against a spring solidifying realm beast head-on. The only thing he could do 
was to use his brains. However, without seeing it for themselves, there was no way they 
could determine what sort of method Bradley had used. 
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Jackie frowned, speechless at how crazily Bradley seemed to be targeting him. He had 
never even regarded Bradley as anyone significant. To him, Bradley was just a pebble 
by the road that could be kicked aside at any time. Yet, that pebble was acting like an 
annoying fly, constantly circling around him. Even if Jackie did not want to bother him, 
he was still annoying enough. 

Jackie frowned and said, “The third round isn’t testing alchemic ability, but it’s still 
related to alchemists. I know you didn’t use your alchemist abilities to get the Green 
Phoenix Fruit, but you can’t assume I won’t get it because of that.” 

Jackie had not bothered to say anything, but Elder Maurice and Mr. Zayne standing 
behind him were already incredibly tense after Bradley‘s words. He did not want Elder 
Maurice to continue being fixated on this. Jackie might not have bothered if it was 
anyone else, but Elder Maurice was still his superior. He could not just ignore Elder 
Maurice like that. 

Jackie had only one thought in mind at that moment, which was to destroy Bradley’s 
arrogance and shut him up. 

Bradley coldly laughed as he started to look even more crazed as he replied, “You know 
very well that I didn’t rely on alchemy to win this time. Talent in alchemy will only help 
you with the first and second rounds.” 
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“The third round doesn’t rely on that, so it’s impossible for you to get the Green Phoenix 
Fruit. Stop trying to act so pleased in front of me. I know you’re just pretending right 
now. You can trick others, but you can’t trick me!” 

Jackie’s lips twitched speechlessly. He was not planning on lying to anyone at all. 
Bradley put himself up on too high of a pedestal. 

He coldly snorted as he said, “I don’t know where you got the bravery to assume all of 
my thoughts from. Why do you think everything I’m doing right now is to trick others? 
Why do you assume I won’t be able to get the Green Phoenix Fruit?! I’m the only one 
left right now anyway. You’ll see for yourselves if I can get it or not!” 

Jackie no longer had the patience to talk to that group of people. He felt like saying 
another word was a waste of his time. After he finished his sentence, Jackie was about 
to walk through the door when Bradley blocked his way. 

Jackie frowned as he complained, “What are you trying to do? I’m trying to take part in 
the contest. Are you trying to stop me?” 



Bradley shook his head as he said seriously, “I hate looking at pretenders the most. 
Don’t think I don’t know what you’re planning to do. You plan on going in and getting 
injured before you faint and get dragged out. You’ll be able to spare yourself from 
awkwardness then. Even if we have a lot to say, there’s nothing we can say to someone 
who’s already fainted.” 
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Jackie speechlessly looked at Bradley. He felt like Bradley’s mind was like an 
inexplicable maze. Bradley even managed to think of things that had never crossed his 
mind before. He was even speaking with such certainty. 

Bradley was sure that he would definitely let himself get injured after entering the door, 
using the chance to be carried out to save himself some awkwardness. He would not 
get any response even if he wanted to mock Jackie. Bradley only had one thing in mind 
at that moment, which was to regain all his lost dignity. 

The source of that would be from Jackie. 

Jackie let out a slight smile, “Is there something wrong with you? Why are you so sure I 
can‘t get the Green Phoenix Fruit and complete the third stage?” 
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After Jackie said that, Bradley looked like a cat who just had its tail stepped on, his hairs 
were all standing up. 

He raised his voice, “Of course, you won’t complete it! How could you complete it?! 
You’re just someone with some talent in alchemy. You can’t do anything else!” 

Bradley was practically screeching out his words. He looked a little crazed at that point. 
After everyone looked at Bradley, they did not know what to say. Even Master Forrest 
was frowning as he looked at Bradley with a conflicted expression. 

He held his head high and shouted, “You asked me how I got the bravery to assume 
that you can’t succeed earlier?! Let me tell you where my courage came from right 
now!” 

After saying that, he suddenly turned around and looked at everyone. 

Jackie pursed his lips helplessly, not saying anything as he just crossed his arms. He 
quietly waited as he listened to what Bradley had to say. 

 


